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ABSTRACT

Objectives: This study aimed to investigate the cost-effectiveness, budget impact (BI), and impact of uncertainty of future developments concerning whole-genome sequencing (WGS) as a clinical diagnostic test compared with standard of care (SoC) in patients with locally advanced and metastatic non–small cell lung cancer.

Methods: A total of 3 likely scenarios to take place within 5 years (according to experts) were simulated using a previously developed, peer reviewed, and published decision model. The scenarios concerned “WGS results used for treatment selection” (scenario 1), “WGS-based biomarker for immunotherapy” (scenario 2), and “off-label drug approval for WGS results” (scenario 3). Two diagnostic strategies of the original model, “SoC” and “WGS as a diagnostic test” (base model), were used to compare our scenarios with. Outcomes were reported for the base model, all scenarios separately, combined (combined unweighted), and weighted by likelihood (combined weighted). Cost-effectiveness, BI, and value of information analyses were performed for WGS compared with SoC.

Results: Total costs and quality-adjusted life-years for SoC in metastatic non–small cell lung cancer were €149,698 and 1.235. Incremental outcomes of WGS were €152,9/0.002 (base model), €222/0.020 (scenario 1), €2576/0.023 (scenario 2), €388/0.024 (scenario 3), and €5041/0.060 (combined unweighted), and €714,000 for the diagnostic yield of WGS alone (combined weighted). The annual BI for adopting WGS for this population in the Netherlands ranged between €682 million (combined unweighted) and €714 million (base model). The consequences of uncertainty amounted to €3.4 million for all scenarios (combined weighted) and to €699,000 for the diagnostic yield of WGS alone (combined weighted).

Conclusions: Our findings suggest that it is likely for WGS to become cost-effective within the near future if it identifies more patients with actionable targets and show the impact of uncertainty regarding its diagnostic yield. Modeling future scenarios can be useful to consider early adoption of WGS while timely anticipating on unforeseen developments before final conclusions are reached.
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Introduction

Health technology assessment (HTA) is used to evaluate new technologies for implementation to the broader audience. It requires data that are often obtained from many sources, for example, randomized controlled trials (RCTs) or real-world data, which take time to produce or are simply not available. In the meantime, potentially effective technologies can remain restricted to the research setting and, hence, withheld from the public. In early stages of medical technology development, an HTA can be performed to guide optimal implementation, based on current knowledge and informed assumptions. This so-called early HTA can consist of many types of analyses, to determine boundaries for potential cost-effectiveness and the budget consequences for adopting a new technology. It enables us to timely anticipate on developments, which can be important in complex and fast-moving fields where current knowledge can be easily outdated by new evidence. The related uncertainty can be reduced by drafting and analyzing scenarios. Scenario drafting is useful to explore where experts’ concerns lie, parameterize unknown variables, and inform model-based analyses. Subsequently, modeling scenarios can inform strategic choices of policy makers or research groups, by exploring different future developments regarding a new technology, and quantify the impact on expected costs and health outcomes. Although examples of working with scenarios in healthcare exist, only a few were quantified and integrated into cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA).
When data are not yet available to proof clinical utility and the cost-effectiveness of a health intervention is unclear, value of information (VOI) analysis can be useful to estimate the consequences of uncertainty.2,3,4 Nevertheless, the extent to which VOI can say something about the consequences of uncertainty is conditional upon the model and the specified parameter uncertainty it is applied on.2 By integrating scenarios into a decision model and applying VOI analysis, it is possible to calculate the expected consequences of uncertainty that may arise in the near future that otherwise would have been unknown—therefore, in a way, being an extra step ahead of the dynamics of development.

A recent example is that of molecular diagnostics within the field of clinical oncology in The Netherlands. Advanced and metastatic cancers harbor many different genetic aberrations5 that can be used for treatment selection.6 These molecular targets are mostly tested sequentially, using several diagnostic tests or test panels. Currently, the use of whole-genome sequencing (WGS) is being investigated for this purpose,7 because it can detect all known and potentially new molecular targets simultaneously.8,9 Nevertheless, WGS is not yet widely implemented in clinical practice, given that it is expensive and there is limited evidence of its added clinical value because of its novelty. Uncertainty that is caused by this lack of knowledge was explored by drafting several scenarios about possible futures regarding the implementation of WGS, based on experts’ opinion.9 In addition, an early CEA was performed to estimate threshold values for WGS to become cost-effectiveness in a population of patients with non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC).10 The drafted future scenarios can be integrated into the cost-effectiveness model that was used, to estimate the expected costs, effects, and impact of uncertainty of different future developments related to WGS in lung cancer. The results could be used to improve informed policy decisions regarding the implementation of WGS, but, more importantly, it could also substantiate that this type of analytic approach is generalizable to new technologies in other disease areas as well.

Therefore, the objective is to investigate the cost-effectiveness, budget impact (BI), and impact of uncertainty of future developments concerning WGS as a clinical diagnostic test compared with standard of care (SoC) in patients with locally advanced and metastatic NSCLC.

Table 1. Adjustments to the base model for the 3 most likely future scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Future scenarios</th>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>Description of the scenario parameters*</th>
<th>Adjustments to the base model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. WGS results used for treatment selection†</td>
<td>55.3 68.3 15.5-99.0</td>
<td>Additional actionable targets for on-label targeted therapies are identified by WGS.</td>
<td>New biomarker: “on-label targets,” added to the decision tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increase of 4.0% additional on-label targets identified</td>
<td>Proportion on-label targets: 4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Decrease of 33.3% in cost of WGS per patient‡</td>
<td>Cost WGS: €1667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. WGS-based biomarker for immunotherapy</td>
<td>45.3 45.5 0.3-81.3</td>
<td>New biomarker based on WGS becomes available that predicts treatment response to immunotherapy.</td>
<td>PD-L1 replaced with new biomarker for immunotherapy based on WGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>It is prevalent in 20.0% of patients with advanced lung cancer.</td>
<td>New biomarker predicts treatment response in 20.0% of the patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increase of 10.0% of physicians that offer WGS to their patients</td>
<td>Uptake WGS: 90.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increase of 10.0% of patients who prefer WGS over SoC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Off-label drug approval for WGS results</td>
<td>47.3 43.9 25.2-92.3</td>
<td>Off-label drug prescription is allowed outside clinical trials to target actionable targets identified by WGS.</td>
<td>New biomarker: “off-label targets,” added to the decision tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Off-label targets are identified by WGS in 5.0% of the patients.</td>
<td>Proportion off-label targets: 5.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increase of 15.0% of physicians that offer WGS to their patients</td>
<td>Uptake WGS: 97.5%§</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increase of 20.0% of patients who prefer WGS over SoC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The likelihood scores of the scenarios were derived from a previous study.7 The uptake of WGS in the base model was set at 80.0%. Note that the uptake of WGS was set at 100% for all analysis for comparability reasons, except for the analysis of all scenarios (combined weighted). HDI indicates high density interval; PD-L1, programmed death-ligand 1; SoC, standard of care; WGS, whole-genome sequencing.

*The parameter values represent the suggested change between the status quo and the scenario parameter values.
†Uptake WGS was set at 97.5% for this scenario.
‡Turnaround time was part of the scenario but not included in the model.
§For change in costs, we used the suggested percental change between the status quo and the scenario parameter values.
§An average increase for the uptake of WGS was calculated based on the increase in physicians that offer WGS and patients who prefer WGS over SoC.
developments with WGS were estimated using a previous developed cost-effectiveness model. Costs and effects were discounted with a discount rate of 4.0% and 1.5%, respectively, according to the Dutch guidelines. Furthermore, sensitivity, VOI, and BI analyses were performed.

**Base Model**

The model simulated the costs and health outcomes of WGS as a diagnostic test compared with molecular diagnostics that are currently used in clinical practice, for patients with inoperable (stage III B, C/IV) nonsquamous NSCLC. The model existed of a decision tree representing the diagnostic pathway, including treatment decision, and a state transition model representing the disease progression. This model was chosen for current analysis given that it was recently developed, validated, and included the complete cycle from diagnostic pathway including treatment decision up to disease progression and death. This made it possible to implement future scenarios on different aspects of the diagnostic pathway and their impact on long-term health outcomes and costs.

Three diagnostic strategies were modeled in the previous study: “SoC,” “WGS as a diagnostic test,” and “SoC followed by WGS.” The first diagnostic strategy consisted of molecular tests that are currently used in the Dutch practice (fluorescence in situ hybridization, immunohistochemistry, a next-generation sequencing multigene panel, and Archer FusionPlex [Invitae Corp.]). These tests were used to test for actionable targets that could be treated with targeted therapies. Patients without actionable targets were tested for programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) expression levels for treatment selection of immunotherapy (with or without chemotherapy). This testing strategy was considered as the most effective way of testing for all common actionable targets for the lowest possible costs. In the second diagnostic strategy, WGS was used to detect actionable targets. In this strategy, immunohistochemistry was still used to test for PD-L1 because WGS cannot detect this target. The third diagnostic strategy was similar to the first strategy, but this time WGS was used in case no actionable target was found with the SoC tests. Additionally, each diagnostic strategy included a biopsy success rate, referring to biopsies containing enough tumor cells for the molecular diagnostic test at hand. In addition, a technical success rate was added, referring to the performance of the diagnostic tests. When no test results were available because of failure, patients were assigned to the “target unknown” group in the model.

The actionable targets that were included in the model were epidermal growth factor receptor mutations (exon 19, 21, T790M, nonclassic, and other), anaplastic lymphoma kinase rearrangements, ROS proto-oncogene 1 rearrangements, B-Raf proto-oncogene (V600) mutations, neurotrophic tropomyosin receptor kinase (kinase 1, 2, and 3) gene fusions, and PD-L1 expression level. Nonactionable targets in the model were MET proto-oncogene (amplifications and exon 14 skipping), rearranged during transfection proto-oncogene rearrangement, and Kirsten rat sarcoma virus proto-oncogene. It was assumed that WGS was capable of reliably detecting additional molecular targets in the aforementioned genes with targeted therapies available in routine practice, which are missed in SoC. These additional targets were labeled as “Target X.” All molecular targets in the model were mutually exclusive.

The treatment strategies in the model were based on clinical expert consultation and the Dutch clinical guidelines. The actionable targets (including Target X) were treated with first-line targeted therapies. Patients with nonactionable targets were treated with first-line immunotherapy based on their PD-L1 expression levels. Patients in the “target unknown” group were treated with immunotherapy and platinum doublet chemotherapy (PDCT). After disease progression in the first line, patients switched to second-line targeted therapies, immunotherapies, or chemotherapies. Patients received best supportive care after progressing for the second time, which included symptom management.

Figure 1. General structure of the base-model with indications where the scenarios apply. The left part (rounded rectangles) indicates the decision-tree representing the diagnostic pathway. The right part (circles) indicated the state transition model which simulates disease progression. The diagnostic strategies ‘SoC’ and ‘WGS as a molecular diagnostic test’ of the initial cost-effectiveness analysis represented the base-model of current research. The scenarios concerned alternative future developments of the strategy ‘WGS as a diagnostic test’ of the base-model. The scenarios ‘WGS results used for treatment selection’ (scenario 1) and ‘off-label drug approval for WGS results’ (scenario 3) had influence on the actionable targets found in the decision-tree of the model and consequently the treatment decision regarding on- and off-label targeted therapy. The scenario ‘WGS based biomarker for immunotherapy’ (scenario 2) had influence on the biomarker for immunotherapy, PD-L1, in the decision-tree of the model and consequently the treatment decision regarding immunotherapy.

**Figure 1**

**NSCLC** indicates non–small cell lung cancer; PD-L1, programmed death-ligand 1; SoC, standard of care; WGS, whole-genome sequencing.

* in case no actionable target or no target was found, treatment decision was based on the PD-L1 expression levels.
After treatment selection, patients entered the state transition model that existed of 4 mutually exclusive health states that reflected no disease progression, progression in the first line of treatment administration), progression in the second line, and death. Transitions of patients between the health states depended on the selected treatment and were modeled using 1-month cycle lengths. The model had a societal perspective and a lifetime horizon. Extensive details on the model, including the model parameters, can be found in Appendix A in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.07.006.

Given that “WGS as a diagnostic test” had the highest chance of becoming cost-effective compared with “SoC” in the original study, these 2 diagnostic strategies were used as a starting point of the current research. We will refer to this as the base model. Subsequently, in addition to the base model, 3 future developments regarding WGS were modeled as alternative scenarios of the original diagnostic strategy: “WGS as a diagnostic test.”

**Scenarios Regarding WGS**

In a previous study, a Delphi panel approach was used to create scenarios on several different possible future pathways for the implementation of WGS into clinical practice in patients with metastatic lung cancer. These scenarios were scored on likelihood of taking place within a time horizon of 5 years by international multidisciplinary experts and are listed in Table 1. The 3 future scenarios that were scored as most likely in this study were selected for further exploration in the current analysis. These scenarios concerned alternative future developments of the strategy “WGS as a diagnostic test” of the base model and affect various parts of the structure and inputs, as shown in Figure 1.

The most likely ranked scenario was about WGS being widely available as a clinical molecular diagnostic, further referred to as “WGS as a diagnostic test” (scenario 1). To simulate this scenario, a new actionable biomarker, called “on-label targets,” was added to the decision tree. Patients with these targets were treated with on-label targeted therapies.

The second scenario was about the discovery of a new actionable biomarker for immunotherapy that could only be detected with WGS, further referred to as “WGS-based biomarker for immunotherapy” (scenario 2). To simulate this scenario, a new biomarker that predicts treatment response to immunotherapy was implemented in the decision tree of the model. Patients in which no actionable target was found for targeted therapy could receive immunotherapy based on this new biomarker instead of PD-L1 expression levels.

The third scenario was about the approval of off-label drug prescription for additional molecular targets that are not targeted in routine practice, further referred to as “off-label drug approval for WGS results” (scenario 3). To simulate this scenario, a new actionable biomarker, called “off-label targets,” was added to the decision tree. Patients with these targets were treated with off-label targeted treatments.

Simulating these scenarios using the previously developed decision model enables us to estimate their impact on the model outcomes. Furthermore, a parameter representing the uptake of WGS was added at the start of the decision tree of the base model. This parameter represented the percentage of patients who would actually receive WGS. The remainder of the patients received currently used diagnostics as in SoC. A full description of the scenarios can be found in Appendix B in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.07.006.

**Incorporating Scenarios Into the Model**

Model adjustments were made to incorporate the scenarios into the base model and are listed in Table 1. In the previous study in which the scenarios were created, a “status quo” was described, based on the literature and experts’ opinions, before the scenarios. This status quo included relevant base-case parameter values from which the scenarios deviated. To simulate each scenario in current analysis, the suggested changes between the status quo and scenario parameter values of previous study were applied to the original parameter values of the base model. This was done because WGS concerns a rapidly involving field and some of the suggested parameter values in the scenarios were already caught up by reality by the time of writing. In these particular cases, using the absolute values would have caused the likelihoods of the scenarios to be incorrect, given that they would be higher than the known values of the original model. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Total discounted values, Mean (Crl)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Life-year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoC</td>
<td>1.879 (1.757-2.011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGS as a diagnostic test</td>
<td>1.883 (1.761-2.015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future scenarios of WGS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All scenarios (combined unweighted)</td>
<td>1.990 (1.830-2.163)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGS-based biomarker for immunotherapy (scenario 2)</td>
<td>1.925 (1.779-2.083)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All scenarios (combined weighted) †</td>
<td>1.933 (1.789-2.100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>off-label drug approval for WGS results (scenario 3)</td>
<td>1.922 (1.791-2.059)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGS results used for treatment selection (scenario 1)</td>
<td>1.914 (1.785-2.049)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The uptake of WGS was set at 100% for all analyses for comparability reasons, except for the analysis of all scenarios (combined weighted). Crl indicates credible interval; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; iNMB, incremental net monetary benefit; QALY, quality-adjusted life-year; SoC, standard of care; WGS, whole-genome sequencing.

† All scenarios were compared with SoC of the base model. Note that the future scenarios were sorted by iNMB in descending order.

Intermediate results on life-years, QALYs, and costs for every combination of active future scenarios during the 3000 cycle horizon can be found in Appendix F in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.07.006.
adjusted model that was used to simulate the scenarios of current research was made available in the Zenodo repository.23

Model Assumptions

Model assumptions were made because several model parameters relevant to the scenarios were unknown. These assumptions were discussed with clinical oncology experts (J.M. and M.P.) who witnessed the complete lifecycle of the scenarios and model creation and are listed in the Appendix C in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.07.006. In “WGS results used for treatment selection” (scenario 1), it was assumed that on-label targets were treated with first-line targeted therapies, followed by second-line chemotherapy (in case of disease progression), because most on-label actionable targets are currently treated with this strategy. For the treatment response on overall survival (OS) and progression-free survival (PFS) of these first-line on-label targeted therapies, the same proxy was used as in the base model in case of missing survival data. Furthermore, on-label treatment costs and serious adverse events (SAEs) were assumed to be comparable with those of the latest generation therapies, followed by second-line chemotherapy. The treatment response was a summary of all off-label treatments that were provided followed by second-line chemotherapy. The treatment response on OS and PFS of off-label treatments was unknown, and therefore, the same proxy was used as in the base model in case of missing survival data. Finally, the costs and SAEs of off-label treatments were also unknown. Therefore, we assumed that these were equal to the average of the costs and SAEs of the off-label treatments that were available from the literature.

Base-Case Analyses

For the base-case analyses, the model was analyzed probabilistically using 3000 Monte Carlo iterations. Outcomes were reported for all scenarios separately, combined unweighted (combined unweighted), and combined weighted by likelihood (combined weighted). For comparability reasons, the uptake of WGS was set at 100% for the base case, the individual scenarios, and for all scenarios (combined unweighted). A willingness to pay (WTP) threshold of €80 000 per QALY was used for calculating the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) and incremental net monetary benefit (INMB).24 BI of each scenario was calculated for an incidence of 5000 patients with advanced NSCLC in The Netherlands per year25 from a payer’s perspective for 2021 to 2025, taking the uptake of WGS of each scenario into account. The BI was performed according to the Dutch guidelines.26 and more details are listed in Appendix D in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.07.006.

To calculate the outcomes of all scenarios combined (combined weighted), the likelihoods for each scenario taking place from the original published research were parameterized (Table 1).9 During each model iteration, random samples were drawn from a beta distribution using the mean and 80% high density interval. If the drawn value was higher or equal to a randomly generated number, a scenario was assumed to take place during that particular model iteration. Weighing the scenarios by likelihood resulted in an outcome of the possible future cost-effectiveness of WGS conditional upon the future scenarios. We validated the modeled likelihoods of our approach by comparing it with the original data.9

### Table 2. Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incremental (vs SoC), Mean (Crl)</th>
<th>Cost-effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life-year</td>
<td>QALY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.004 (−0.034 to 0.044)</td>
<td>0.002 (−0.023 to 0.029)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.112 (0.024-0.210)</td>
<td>0.060 (−0.001 to 0.132)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.047 (−0.029 to 0.126)</td>
<td>0.023 (−0.026 to 0.078)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.054 (−0.014 to 0.158)</td>
<td>0.029 (−0.012 to 0.099)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.043 (0.002-0.092)</td>
<td>0.024 (−0.004 to 0.057)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.035 (−0.006 to 0.081)</td>
<td>0.020 (−0.007 to 0.051)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
More details on the validation process are listed in Appendix E in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.07.006.

**Sensitivity Analyses**

The influence of different parameters on the outcomes of each scenario was tested with one-way deterministic sensitivity analysis, by varying their values based on the standard error (SE). When not available, 15% of the mean was used for the SE.

Probabilistic sensitivity analysis was performed by drawing random values from prespecified distributions using the Monte Carlo simulations. A cost-effectiveness acceptability curve was created, showing the probability of the base model and each scenario being cost-effective given an increasing WTP threshold for the ICER.

Sensitivity analyses were performed on the model assumptions that were made for each future scenario, by creating alternative versions, further referred to as scenario sensitivity analysis (SSA). The model assumptions were based on what clinical experts would believe to be realistic to represent clinical practice in the near future. With the SSA, we used more extreme parameter values to deviate from this plausible reality and to reflect on what clinical practice could look like further into the future. This was done to investigate the impact of parameters that are currently believed to be important on the model outcomes. Parameter adjustments for the SSA are listed in Appendix D in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.07.006.

The expected value of perfect information (EVPI) was calculated for the investigated patient population in The Netherlands, to assess the impact of uncertainty. The expected value of partial perfect information (EVPPi) was calculated, by simulating the model with 20,000 iterations and using the Sheffield Accelerated Value of Information framework. This was done to identify which particular parameters contribute most to the impact of uncertainty.

**Results**

**Future Scenario Analysis**

The outcomes of the base model and future scenario analysis are listed in Table 2. The scenarios “WGS results used for treatment selection” (scenario 1) and “WGS-based biomarker for immunotherapy” (scenario 2) dominated SoC in terms of cost-effectiveness, and “off-label drug approval for WGS results” (scenario 3) resulted in more QALYs and more costs (INMB: €1525). When modeling all scenarios combined weighted by likelihood, the scenario “WGS results used for treatment selection” (scenario 1) was active in 55.8%, “WGS-based biomarker for immunotherapy” (scenario 2) in 46.3%, and “off-label drug approval for WGS results” (scenario 3) in 46.9% of the 3000 model iterations. Additional results are listed in Appendix F in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.07.006.

The annual BI was €708 million for SoC, €714 million for “WGS as a diagnostic test” (base model), €707 million for “WGS results used for treatment selection” (scenario 1), €696 million for “WGS-based biomarker for immunotherapy” (scenario 2), €709 million for “off-label drug approval for WGS results” (scenario 3), €682 million for all scenarios (combined unweighted), and €700 million for all scenarios (combined weighted), over the lifetime of patients who are diagnosed in The Netherlands in 2021. Additional results on BI can be found in Appendix F in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.07.006.

**Sensitivity Analyses**

Results of the deterministic sensitivity analysis are displayed in Appendix G in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.07.006. Results of the probabilistic sensitivity analysis are displayed in Figure 2. The 95% credible intervals show that all future scenarios (except for “WGS-based biomarker for immunotherapy” [scenario 2]) result in less costs compared with SoC in most model iterations. It is also shown that all future scenarios result in more QALYs compared with SoC in most model iterations.

Figure 3 shows the probabilities for WGS of the base model and the future scenarios of WGS being cost-effective compared with SoC, given an increasing WTP threshold for the ICER. The probabilities for cost-effectiveness were 2.6% for “WGS as a diagnostic test” (base model), 98.5% for “WGS results used for treatment selection” (scenario 1), 99.8% for “WGS-based biomarker for immunotherapy” (scenario 2), 95.1% for “off-label drugs approval for WGS results” (scenario 3), 100.0% for all scenarios (combined unweighted), and 85.9% for all scenarios (combined weighted) compared with SoC, given a WTP threshold of €80,000 per QALY.

The population EVPI for the base case and the future scenarios of WGS are shown in Figure 4. It showed that the impact of uncertainty is €180,587 for “WGS as a diagnostic test” (base model), €83,285 for “WGS results used for treatment selection” (scenario 1), €11,914 for “WGS-based biomarker for immunotherapy” (scenario 2), €389,318 for “off-label drug approval for WGS results” (scenario 3), €0 for all scenarios (combined weighted), and €3.4 million for all scenarios (combined weighted), given a WTP threshold of €80,000 per QALY.

The EVPI showed that the consequences of uncertainty amounted to €699,000 for the diagnostic yield of WGS, that is, proportion of patients with on-label targets and off-label targets and who had a positive test result for the new biomarker for immunotherapy, alone for all scenarios (combined weighted), given a WTP threshold of €80,000 per QALY. Additional results on EVPI can be found in Appendix H in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.07.006.

Results of the SSA are listed in Appendix I in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.07.006. The scenarios “WGS results used for treatment selection” (scenario 1) and “off-label drug approval for WGS results” (scenario 3) resulted in more LYS, QALYs, and costs, and “WGS-based biomarker for immunotherapy” (scenario 2) in less costs. All scenarios (combined unweighted) and all scenarios (combined weighted) resulted in more LYS, QALYs, and less costs. The probabilities for cost-effectiveness were 77.6% for “WGS results used for treatment selection” (scenario 1), 100.0% for “WGS-based biomarker for immunotherapy” (scenario 2), 48.1% for “off-label drugs approval for WGS results” (scenario 3), 100.0% for all scenarios (combined unweighted), and 76.2% for all scenarios (combined weighted) compared with SoC, given a WTP threshold of €80,000 per QALY. In the SSA, the population EVPI showed the impact of uncertainty is €3 million for “WGS results used for treatment selection” (scenario 1), €0 for “WGS-based biomarker for immunotherapy” (scenario 2), €10.2 million for “off-label drug approval for WGS results” (scenario 3), €0 for all scenarios (combined unweighted), and €5.1 million for all scenarios (combined weighted), given a WTP threshold of €80,000 per QALY.

**Discussion**

This study investigated the cost-effectiveness, BI, and consequences of uncertainty of future developments concerning WGS as a clinical diagnostic test in patients with locally advanced and metastatic NSCLC. By modeling future scenarios of WGS using a decision analytic model, we showed that, in contrast to “WGS as a diagnostic test” (base model), all future scenarios, including all
Figure 2. Cost-effectiveness plane of WGS of the base model and future scenarios versus SoC. The ellipses represent the 95% CI of 3000 iterations of the comparison of WGS as a diagnostic test (base model), WGS results used for treatment selection (scenario 1), WGS-based biomarker for immunotherapy (scenario 2), off-label drug approval for WGS results (scenario 3), all scenarios (combined unweighted), and all scenarios (combined weighted) versus SoC. The size of the ellipses of WGS-based biomarker for immunotherapy (scenario 2), all scenarios (combined unweighted), and all scenarios (combined weighted) are larger because more patients are affected by them, causing more uncertainty in health gain.

CI indicates confidence interval; QALY, quality-adjusted life-year; SoC, standard of care; WGS, whole-genome sequencing.

Figure 3. CEAC of WGS of the base model and future scenarios versus SoC. The figure shows pairwise comparisons of WGS as a diagnostic test (base model), WGS results used for treatment selection (scenario 1), WGS-based biomarker for immunotherapy (scenario 2), off-label drug approval for WGS results (scenario 3), all scenarios (combined unweighted), and all scenarios (combined weighted) versus SoC.

CEAC indicates cost-effectiveness acceptability curve; SoC, standard of care; WGS, whole-genome sequencing.
possible combinations between the scenarios, were cost-effective compared with SoC, with the iNMB ranging between €1525 for “WGS results used for treatment selection” (scenario 1) and €9815 for all scenarios (combined unweighted).

The annual BI for SoC was €708 million and for adopting WGS ranged between €682 million (combined unweighted) and €714 million (base model), based on the Dutch population. The abovementioned results of scenarios 1 and 3 were driven by the proportion of eligible patients who could be treated with on- and off-label targeted therapy, respectively. These treatments are expensive but more cost-effective than immunotherapy, which is provided for these particular patients in the base model. With SSA, it was assumed for both scenarios that these patients would have a better treatment response, which slightly decreased the probability of cost-effectiveness. This was caused by a longer treatment period with these expensive on- and off-label targeted therapies because of a better PFS. The abovementioned results of the scenario “WGS-based biomarker for immunotherapy” (scenario 2) were driven by the proportion of patients who benefit from immunotherapy and were treated with this costly treatment. Nevertheless, patients who did not benefit were still treated with immunotherapy with PDCT combination, but for a shorter period because of disease progression. Eventually, WGS could become cost-effective compared with SoC, given that more genes will be targeted and more cost-effective treatments become available over time.28 There is enough evidence that suggests that there are many targets available or under investigation in advanced cancers that can be detected with WGS but not with SoC.15,19,29-32 As the number of targets keeps increasing, it will become more likely that simultaneously testing will become the most effective approach.15,28,33

A strength of this research is that analyzing quantified future scenarios, including their potential uncertainty, provides a comprehensive understanding of what possible future developments hold and what their potential impact on health benefits and costs are concerning a new technology before it is even widely implemented. Furthermore, the performed analyses can be applied in any type of research that includes decision analytic models.

Nevertheless, a downside is that the modeled scenarios cover only a part of the possible future of WGS as a clinical diagnostic test and there is always the possibility that alternative noncost-effective scenarios are missed with the current analyses.21,22 Obviously, there is also the possibility that a scenario will not take place at all. We took this into account, by incorporating the estimates of likelihood of each scenario into the analyses. This also resulted in a cost-effective scenario of WGS, “all scenarios” (combined weighted), that came with some uncertainty. By analyzing this, we found that the consequences of uncertainty amounted to €699 000 for the diagnostic yield of WGS, that is, the proportion of patients who receive an alternative treatment decision because of WGS, alone. Eventually, WGS could become cost-effective compared with SoC, given that more genes will be targeted and more cost-effective treatments become available over time.28 There is enough evidence that suggests that there are many targets available or under investigation in advanced cancers that can be detected with WGS but not with SoC.15,19,29-32 As the number of targets keeps increasing, it will become more likely that simultaneously testing will become the most effective approach.15,28,33

A strength of this research is that analyzing quantified future scenarios, including their potential uncertainty, provides a comprehensive understanding of what possible future developments hold and what their potential impact on health benefits and costs are concerning a new technology before it is even widely implemented. Furthermore, the performed analyses can be applied in any type of research that includes decision analytic models.

There were some limitations to current research. First, we were not able to explore temporal correlations between scenarios that could influence the outcomes of interest. Nevertheless, we tried to avoid introducing temporal correlations during the scenario...
drafting process as much as possible, by creating coherent scenarios that were independent from one another. Second, the likelihoods of the future scenarios had multimodal distributions, making them difficult to use for random sampling during Monte Carlo simulations, although we validated our approach and did not find any
mentionable differences between the modeled and original reported likelihoods of the scenarios that we analyzed. Third, we were not able to determine the survival for the responder and nonresponder groups for immunotherapy because of strong correlations between model parameters. Therefore, we assigned unadjusted survival curves of the base model that were likely to represent OS and PFS of both subgroups and only calculated different treatment costs as a consequence of the scenario. Nevertheless, this could still lead to a biased estimation of the treatment costs given that survival affects the duration of treatment administration and moment of subsequent treatment application. We tried to minimize this by performing extensive sensitivity analyses. Fourth, there were some treatments for rare mutational targets in the model, for which no RCT data were available. For these cases, we used the same assumptions as in the original study from which the base model originated, which are listed in Appendix A in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.07.006.20 This is a common problem in precision medicine, because it is hard to design RCTs for rare diseases because of limited resources and high operational costs. Possible solutions for this problem could be new designs such as umbrella and basket trials, because they enable to study multiple treatments for specific genetic changes in one cancer type and rare mutations in multiple cancer types, respectively.24 although they come with their own flaws that need to be taken into account.34 Fifth, we were aware that using a SE rate of 15% for parameters when no real-world data were available seems a bit arbitrary. Nevertheless, we believed that the likelihoods of the scenarios provided by experts would sufficiently capture the uncertainty of the scenarios. We chose to stick to the 15% as was used for the SE rate in the original CEA20 for consistency and comparability reasons.

Current findings can be informative for policy makers to guide early adoption of WGS, given that they provide extensive information on expected costs, effects, and even cost-effectiveness of possible futures that are deemed most likely by experts to take place within the near future. According to our findings, the field of clinical oncology could move into a direction where WGS will become cost-effective as a molecular diagnostic test in patients with NSCLC. This finding supports policy makers to timely anticipate on the adoption of WGS. In light of the uncertainties, it seems advisable to accompany adoption with further research.

Future research should be focused on the use of WGS data for biomarker development, treatment decision support for targeted therapies (on- and off-label) and immunotherapies, and other factors that are related to diagnostic yield of WGS, given that these factors showed the greatest potential in all future scenario. Although currently only a specific subgroup of patients with NSCLC benefits from precision medicine, the obtained data could then potentially be used for a better stratification leading to more patients receiving better treatment. By the time real-world data relevant to the modeled scenarios become available, a full CEA should be performed for validation purposes. This enables us to further support, reject, or adjust decisions that might be made in the near future regarding WGS as a clinical diagnostic test in oncology. Furthermore, current analysis could be repeated using different scenarios that are based on new knowledge about WGS that will be obtained in the future.

Conclusions

Our findings suggest that WGS as a diagnostic test in NSCLC could become cost-effective within the near future if it detects more patients with actionable targets and shows the impact of uncertainty regarding its diagnostic yield. Modeling future scenarios can be useful to consider early adoption of WGS, while timely anticipating on unforeseen developments relevant to its implementation before final conclusions are reached.

Supplemental Material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in the online version at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.07.006.
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